Abstract. If A0 and At are a compatible couple of Banach spaces, one of which is uniformly convex, then the complex interpolation spaces [/lo'^ilo ale ^so um" formly convex for 0 < 0 < 1. Estimates are given for the moduli of convexity and smoothness of [A0, At]e in terms of these moduli for A0 and At. In general, up to equivalence of moduli these estimates are best possible.
A result of Beauzamy [1, p. 71] states that if A0 and /I, are compatible Banach spaces, one of which is uniformly convex, then the spaces S(p, £0, A0, ¿,, Ax) obtained from A0 and Ax by the method of real interpolation, are also uniformly convex for 1 <p < oo. In this note we present an analogue of this result for the complex interpolation method and give an estimate for the modulus of convexity of [A0, A\]e in terms of the moduli of A0 and Av This estimate is best possible in general, up to equivalence of moduli. We remark that for the power type of the moduli, such an estimate is implicit in [10, section 1.9]. We use the notation and definitions of [7] and of [3, 2] for concepts from the geometry of Banach spaces and from interpolation space theory respectively. The letters A, A0, Ax will always denote Banach spaces over the complex field. (A0, /!,) is a compatible couple (interpolation pair). The complex interpolation space [A0, Ax]e is denoted by Ae.
We say that a positive function / on R+ is dominated by another function g (notation: / < g orf(t) < g(t)) if there are positive constants a, b such that f(t) < ag(bt) for all t G R+ .
/is equivalent to g(f~ g)iif< g and g <f. We denote by/"1 the inverse function of / (if it exists). We denote the moduli of uniform convexity and uniform smoothness of A by 8A(e) and pA{r) respectively.
It is known [4; 7, part II] that pA is an Orlicz function and that 8A is equivalent to an Orlicz function 8A (8A(e) is defined only for 0 < e «£ 2 but 8A is defined for all e > 0 and equivalent to 8A near 0). Also, pa(t) > 0 for t > 0 (this can be concluded from the duality formula pa(t) = \ supe3»0{Te -28A.{e)} and the fact that 8A.(e) < e2 ) and being an Orlicz function, it turns out that pA is strictly increasing. 8A is also strictly increasing if A is uniformly convex (8A itself is strictly increasing when A is uniformly convex since 8A(e)/e is nondecreasing). If L is a Banach lattice of measurable functions on a measure space (Í2, 2, ¡i) we denote by L(A) the space of Finally, we wish to thank the referee of a previous version of this paper for helpful remarks and in particular, for calling our attention to Lemma 3 which enabled us to provide a simpler proof and obtain a stronger result. (also, 8Aj(e) > 8A[ex/e) if Ax is uniformly convex).
(ii) If both A0 and Ax are uniformly convex, then 8Ag> 8 where 8 is the inverse function of (8Al)x-e(8A])e.
(iii) pA < p, where p is the inverse function of (pA] )' e(pA)e.
We remark that simple examples (e.g. .¿^-spaces) show that the above estimates are, in general, best possible up to equivalence of moduli.
By duality between 8A and pA., 8A, and pA (up to equivalence of functions), (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). For the proof of (i) and (ii) we introduce the following definitions and lemmas.
For a strictly increasing Orlicz function <p, we define the lattice norm || ||^ on R2 by ||(a, 6)11* = inf{p > 0 11 a \/p + *(| b \/p) < 1), which is the same as ||(fl,é)||+ = inf{X>0|3(c,</),|c|+|i/|<l,|fl|<\|c|,|ô|<^-1(|</|)}.
We denote the Banach lattice (R2, || 11^) by Af^. 
Proof. It is clear that 4> is an Orlicz function.
Since <bjl are concave and <f>~'(0) = 0 (/ = 0,1), we have for 0 < X < 1 and t > 0
Consequently, if 0 < r, < t2 we have <*>-<((! -e)tx + dt2)^{x~6)t/ + et2<p-¡\t2)>etf(t2)>e<¡>j\tx).
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In a similar way, for 0 < t2 < tx we havê
hence for all r,, r2 > 0
with a = min(0,1 -0). On the other hand, by [4] , ( [5] ) 8A ~ 8L^A). Assume 8Li(A) > 8. Given that \\x+y\\2+\\x-y\\2
we consider x as a constant function in L2(A) over a probability space and look at the monotone basic sequence of two elements {x, ey} in L2(A), where e is a Bernoulli variable. This sequence satisfies the requirement of Proposition 2.1 in [8] hence, by that proposition *II+*L,M)(II>'II)<1-D Proof of Theorem 1. We assume, as we may, that 8A are Orlicz functions, strictly increasing if Ai is uniformly convex.
We prove first (ii). By Lemma 3, (2) follows easily.
The proof of (i) goes along the same lines, we use (2) for A0, 8A , a0, b0 and take into account that in every Banach space we have 1 -(1 -0)«i»o Remark. Another approach which can be used to prove similar results proceeds via use of the martingale characterization of uniform convexity of [8 and 6] . A disadvantage of this approach is that in the general case it yields only isomorphic results. However, for functions 8(e) of the form eq it gives the same result as here, and in this case it works also for the real interpolation method. Namely, if A¡ are isomorphic to spaces with moduli of uniform convexity > eq\ then (A0, Ax)e s is isomorphic to a space with modulus of convexity > es for every j with q9 < s < oo (1/9, = (1 -0)/q0 + e/qx).
